One of the fun things about owing a quilt shop, besides the obvious! is watching for the changing of the seasons. It
sounds silly, but it's like the flipping of a switch - one day we're selling red, white and blues for summer and the next
you're into pumpkin oranges and flannels. And this year is no different! Fall has arrived and we're all ready for
Halloween and fall projects. Good thing we're prepared this year. There are so many fun, fall projects out there that
the fabrics and wools have been flying around the shop as we make new samples! We have several new and
upcoming Block of the Month projects and new kits in the shop, but we'll get to that, let's start off with a reminder
that our Annual Open House is coming right up ...

Material Rewards
Annual Open House
Friday & Saturday, October 7th & 8th
25% off store wide
regular shop hours each day
So, this event is coming very soon and we've been busy little beavers around the shop (if you've been in, you can tell
by the piles everywhere!). There are new Fall and Christmas projects running amuck through the shop. This is a great
time to stock up on some new projects and sewing supplies for winter. We'll also have refreshments to help keep you
going! We'll even have all the recipes on our website by sale day so if there is one, or several, that tickle your tongue,
you can have the recipe - free! We have come across some new BLOCK OF THE MONTH projects that we particularly
like. We think that there is a nice cross section, so maybe you'll find one that you would like to participate in.

Merrie Halloween (40 x 40)
Stacy West from Buttermilk Basin designed this very cute Halloween
themed, wool appliqué project. We're offering it in a couple different
ways. You can either do it as a BOM and you would get 3 blocks a
month for 3 months or you can take it all at once. BOM would be $30
each month and all at once is $90. Just like Burger King - you can have
it your way! Kits are ready now!

Bird Walk (50 x 66)
Teri and I both loved this project when we saw it. It has a little bit of
everything in it ... piecing, appliqué, foundation piecing and the batiks
that were designed for the quilt are wonderful! You certainly won't get
bored with this one. The program is supposed to run 12 months, but
we're going to double things up and shorten it to 6 months - trust us,
this one is easy, but very lovely! Cost each month is $28 + a one-time
shipping fee if necessary. This program starts in November, so let us
know if you would like to jump into this project.

Winter is a great time for hand projects. There's nothing like sitting in the evening with a hand project. We pulled
together some patterns from some of our favorite designers and for 6 months you can get a new hand project to
work on.

With Needle & Thread
Starting in October you'll get a new pattern and fabrics for a seasonal
embroidery project. We'll have the project transferred for you so that
you can start stitching right away! Cost each month is $20.
Click here to view additional projects ...

Warm Woolies
As usual, winter is a great time to play with wool. The designs we've
chosen are simple and will stitch up quickly. There is a variety of stuff
to do - ornaments to a stitching case - you won't be bored.
Click here to view additional projects ...

Simple Whatnots 5
We've done all the previous Whatnots with Kim Diehl and decided that
this time we wanted to put a different spin on them. This time around,
you'll have the option of doing the projects into the 6 different small
quilts, or each month you can make the components and set them
aside. At the end of the 6 months you will get instructions to put the
units together into one quilt!! We've designed a setting for the
components that is so much fun to do. We've added in some appliqué
from Kim's books just to give it a little pizzazz! Cost each month is $28.
Let us know if we can get you started.

Conestoga Crossing (95 x 112)
We're going to tease you a little with this project! It won't start until the
first of the year, but we're going to be starting the shop samples soon.
Pam Buda and Marcus Fabrics came up with a winning project, in our
estimation, that we knew we needed to jump on - that and some of you
wanted to know if we were going to do the program! Fabrics will be as
shown. We'll give you more information as we get closer to the start
time.

So there is some food for thought. We hope that we'll see you next weekend for the Open House!
Teri & Marty
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